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Quick and Safe Access
with Preciate Pass

From the Preciate's family of products

While the world is starting to overcome the COVID-19 pandemic, many 
public destinations such as stadiums, conferences, and concert halls are 
re-opening. On many occasions attendees are required to present a 
valid COVID-19 vaccine certificate at the entrance.

There are many types of vaccine certificates; paper, digital passports, or 
digital vaccine ID cards. What they all have in common is that they require 
validation of the certification holder’s identification.

Validating each of the attendees’ photo ID and a vaccine certificate takes 
time and a large workforce.

That’s where Preciate Pass enters the picture! With a single glance, it 
allows immediate validation of vaccinated individuals

It only requires a short registration by users and a tablet at the 
destination's gate. Preciate Pass maintains user privacy and no lines form.

Automatic certificate 

validation

Quick enrollment

Fast on-site validation

Pass

Validating identity...

Pass

Please look at the camera

To learn more, visit preciate.me

https://preciate.me/
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Automatic certificate validation

We have developed a cloud-based system that automatically detects, analyzes, and 
compares the documents and photos of living individuals.

We make sure that:

User enrollment - As easy as One, Two, Three...

1 The person who 
uploads the selfie is 
who they claim to be

It takes less than a 
second to validate 
each person

99.8% accuracy 
No human errors

Advanced fraud 
detection of 
forged documents

All calculation is done in the 
cloud, so no expensive 
hardware is needed on-site

Prevention of fraudulent 
entrance using a picture instead 
of a real person

2 The user has a  
valid vaccination 
certificate

1

2

3

Press the link sent to you by the event host

Upload your green pass and a picture of your ID

Take a selfie, and that is it!
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Safe, private, and secure

Israel’s top cybersecurity experts designed the system.


To comply with strictest privacy policy, the system does not keep any personal 
information. Immediately after registration, we delete all personal information, and 
we keep only a mathematical vector

About

Preciate offers various extremely innovative suites of tools for the retail and 
entertainment industry; loyalty programs, in-store omnichannel, pay-by-face 
solutions, and vaccine status validation (Preciate Pass).


We are a team of cybersecurity experts developing state-of-the-art facial recognition 
and personalization technology for retailers and hoteliers. Our technology 
empowers business leaders to provide customers with an outstanding, personalized, 
and seamless experience.


For more information about Preciate’s personalization solution and services, please 
contact us.

We comprehensively keep user 
privacy. We do not know who you are 
or where you are. We can only verify 
COVID-19 vaccine status

Private

User information is completely safe. It 
is all deleted immediately upon 
registration; all we keep is a vector of 
the user’s picture

Safe & Secure

eyalf@preciate.me preciate.me +972 52-9255120 Harokmim St 26, Holon

Pass
THIS IS THE FUTURE.

mailto:eyalf@preciate.me
https://preciate.me/

